
Year 3 Spellings  Term 1 2021-22 

Each week we will investigate, learn and practise a different spelling rule or pattern. These rules are shown below,               
with some example words and ideas for using them in sentences. These are not necessarily the words that the 
children will be assessed against – we will be looking for application of the rules and patterns to a wide range of 
words. Over the year, we will also learn key words from the Y3 statutory word list. We call these our ‘hot list’ words. 
  
During the final week of term, we will recap the rules as needed before completing a final dictation covering all rules           
learnt this term. 

WEEK 1 and 2 
6th and 13th September 

Suffixes, revision from 
Y2 - adding ‘s’ ‘es’ or ‘er’ 

Example sentence Statutory Hot list Words 

If the word ends in ch, sh, s, z or 
‘x’, add ‘es’. If the word ends in 2 
consonants, add ‘er’.  If the word 
ends in a short vowel followed by a 
consonant, double the consonant 
before adding‘ er’. 

church       churches 
quick          quicker 
wet             wetter 
happy          happier 

Sarah searches for sweets. 
 
It is wetter today than 
yesterday. 

accident 
actual 
answer 
address 
appear 

WEEK 3  
 20th September 

Suffixes revision from 
Y2 
- adding ‘ed’ or ‘ing’ to 
words 

Example sentence Statutory Hot list Words 

If the word has a short vowel, 
then double the consonant 
before adding the ‘ing’ or ‘ed’.If 
the word ends in an ‘e’ drop this 
before adding ‘ing’ or ‘ed’. 

run              running 
hope            hoping 
like              liking  
clap             clapped 
    

Jake is good at running.  
 
We clapped when the show 
finished. 

arrive 
believe 
bicycle 
breath 
breathe 

WEEK 4  
27th September 

Prefix   
- adding ‘un’ or ‘dis’  

Example sentence Statutory Hot list Words 

The prefixes ‘un’ and ‘dis’ 
have negative meanings. 
They often mean the 
opposite of the root word. 
 

unhappy       dislike 
unlucky        disagree 
unwell          disobey 
 

They were unlucky when 
the tree fell down. 
 

build 
busy 
business 
calendar 
caught 

WEEK 5  
4th October 

Example words Example sentence Statutory Hot list Words 

Words containing the ‘ai’ 
sound, spelt with more 
challenging spelling patterns.  

vein             eight 
straight       they 
survey         sleigh 

The reindeer carried the 
sleigh. 
 
 

centre        complete 
century 
circle 
certain 

WEEK 6  
 11th October 

Homophones Example sentence Statutory Hot list Words 

Homophones are words that 
sound the same but have 
different spellings and 
different meanings. 

brake, break 
grate, great 
eight, ate 
weight, wait 

They ate eight slices of 
cake! 

consider      different 
continue 
decide 
describe 

WEEK 7  
18th October 

Homophones Example sentence Statutory Hot list Words 

Homophones are words that 
sound the same but have 
different spellings and 
different meanings. 

their, there, they’re 
two, to, too 
son, sun 
where, wear 

This homework is too 
tricky. 
 
 

difficult       enough 
disappear 
early  
earth 

 


